Minutes from the previous meeting were approved as they stood.

**BUSINESS**

*Update on Application Process*

Have most of the necessary signatures. The next meeting of the SPC may be the time where the constitution is approved at University level, however, approval is expected within the next month if our constitution is not part of this next SPC meeting.

*Discussion of Possible Committees/Sub-Committees*

The following committees were suggested:
- Fundraisers, Workshop/Seminar, Conference fund allocation, Community Liaison, Student Advocacy, Information Dissemination

*Updates on potential workshops/training:*

Kim no Progress on technology and teaching

Patrick no progress on multicultural

Sonia no progress

*Fundraising Discussion*

Discussion about different possibilities included:
- Soliciting Alumni – possible overlap with department, Buttons, ideas from Campusfundraisers.com, Gambling/Las Vegas Night, Evening of art and chocolate, Beer Run, Social, Silent Auction, Bowl-a-Thon, Sweatshirts/T-shirts, Coffee mugs, Walk/Run

There was immediate interest in the buttons because of the upcoming conferences (Northern Lights and NDPA). Karyn and Lisa said they would begin the process of getting this set up.

There was also continued interest in having the Walk/Run. Caitlin, Patrick and Sonia volunteered. Kim made a motion that actions be begun on planning a Walk/Run, Patrick second.

*PSC “Outcomes Database”*

Patrick mentioned that Dr. King approached him about GRASP taking responsibility for creating an outcomes database in the PSC. There was a general feeling on no support for this since that would not directly benefit both programs reflected in GRASP membership (i.e. no benefit for the G/E students).

The next meeting was set for 6:00 22 September 2004 at Bonzer’s

The meeting was adjourned.